ISCC – International Sustainability and Carbon Certification is one of the leading certification systems for sustainability, traceability and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. More than 3,500 companies in over 100 countries worldwide use the ISCC System. The ISCC certification ensures a sustainable production of biomass, the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, no-deforestation and traceability throughout supply chains. ISCC is a multi-feedstock system and covers agricultural, forestry and alternative raw materials, such as waste and residues. The ISCC certification system ensures the sustainability of raw materials and products for various markets, including bioenergy, food, feed, and chemical/technical markets.

To complement our dynamic and international Integrity team we are now looking for freelance auditors to conduct Integrity Assessments in the framework of the ISCC Integrity Program.

Auditor for Sustainability Certification (f/m/d)

The ISCC Integrity Program has been developed to ensure consistent and objective audit and certification processes, and to continuously contribute to the future development of ISCC. Certification Bodies cooperating with ISCC and certified System Users are subject to assessments in the framework of the ISCC Integrity Program.

Key activities in the framework of the ISCC Integrity Program include:

- Planning and preparation of Integrity Assessments and associated travel activities in coordination with the ISCC office in Cologne
- Preparation and coordination of schedules / audit plans for Integrity Assessments
- Conduction of ISCC Integrity Assessments at certified companies and certification bodies with a regional focus on Europe according to the ISCC standard in diverse markets:
  - Covering diverse certification scopes as e.g. points of origin and collecting points for waste and residues such as Used Cooking Oil, farms/plantations, and processing facilities
  - Verification of incoming and outgoing sustainability documents, mass balances and other relevant sustainability criteria
- Compilation of Integrity Assessment Reports
- Contribution to the continuous development of the ISCC System and the ISCC Integrity Program

Your profile:

- A minimum of five years of professional experience in certification or quality management
- Audit experience with certification systems such as ISCC, GlobalG.A.P. or GMP+
- Experience in the area of waste and residue-based biofuel supply chains and/or supply chains for agricultural feedstocks
• High proficiency in English (spoken and written). Additional languages are of advantage. The working language is English.
• Understanding of global supply chains and complex organisational set-ups
• High willingness and availability to travel as well as flexibility
• Very good organisational and communication skills
• Strong customer and team orientation
• High level of commitment, proficiency and assertiveness
• Structured, accurate and independent working style
• Good knowledge of the standard EDV tools / software (Word, PowerPoint, Excel)
• Knowledge in the area of greenhouse gas calculations would be an advantage
• At least Bachelor University degree

The auditor for sustainability certification reports directly to the managing directors. The position is not bound to Cologne (attendance at the office might be required on specific dates). ISCC Integrity Auditors must be completely independent and free of conflict of interest. This means the ISCC Integrity Auditor cannot work as an ISCC auditor for certification bodies or as a consultant for ISCC system users at the same time as working as an ISCC Integrity Auditor.

Challenging and varied tasks in a highly motivated international team are awaiting you. You will be interacting and cooperating with the ISCC System Management, ISCC System Users and Certification Bodies.

We are a company with equal opportunities for everyone and encourage applications from all suitably qualified candidates regardless of age, race, gender or any other criteria that is not a professional qualification for an open position.

Please send your application with your earliest possible starting date and salary expectations by email to Tiara Fausel: hiring@iscc-system.org

For further information please visit: www.iscc-system.org